
Selectboard Memo 
April 18, 2022 SB Meeting at the Emergency Services Facility 
 
Prior to the meeting, Tree Warden Cate and Resilient Roads Committee Chair Cueto led the 
SB on a site visit to review roadside ash tree and hedgerow management projects.  
 
 
Discussion on Proposed Shade Tree Preservation Plan 

• This is intended as a second opportunity for the community to provide feedback on the shade 
tree plan initially presented at the March 7th public hearing; please see the posted comments 
from Bruce Chapell and Colin Blackwell 

• From the March 7th minutes: 
o This plan has been developed by the Resilient Roads Committee working in concert 

with Joanne Garton of the VT Urban & Community Forestry Program. Adoption of a 
shade tree preservation plan is an optional element of the 2020 alterations to the state 
statutory framework supporting the tree warden position. The concept behind these 
plans is to provide clarity regarding management of trees on public lands and road 
rights-of-way. 

o Tree Warden Cate provided a summary of the plan’s purpose. Prior to the 2020 
statutory changes the tree warden had jurisdiction over all shade trees on town lands 
and town road rights-of-way. The scope of this jurisdiction was narrowed by the 2020 
changes to trees actually planted by the town along the roadsides and on town-owned 
land. The proposed plan, from Mr. Cate’s perspective, will cause the tree warden’s 
jurisdiction to revert to pretty much the way it was perceived back before the changes. 

o The proposed plan would extend the tree warden’s authority to all trees along the 
roadsides greater than 4” in diameter (measured at a height of 4’6”) except for certain 
buckthorn species, all trees along roadsides of any size within certain specified zones, 
the five ash trees the town is currently protecting through insecticide treatments, and 
all trees on town cemetery land. The plan also lays out the management expectations 
for the designated shade trees.  

o Concerns were raised that this expansion of jurisdiction is too aggressive, potentially 
cutting into landowner rights and expanding their exposure to penalties, hampering the 
road crew’s ability to manage roadsides for traffic safety, and significantly increasing 
the time involved in managing roadside trees. This last concern highlights the fact the 
tree warden is currently a volunteer provided a small stipend. The plan states that the 
tree warden will conduct annual inspections of shade trees and handle basic tree care. 
These duties are well above and beyond the current job expectations, which revolve 
around the tree warden working with landowners and the road foreman on individual 
tree issues. Mr. Cate noted that the tree warden duties have expanded greatly over the 
past few years, mostly due to the Resilient Roads Committee’s efforts to improve 
management of the town’s roadsides and proactively deal with the anticipated 
devastation of ash trees by the Emerald Ash Borer. The possibility of adding a deputy 
tree warden position to share the workload has previously been raised by the 
committee and the board budgeted for the position in FY2023. That position, like the 
tree warden, is designed to be filled by a volunteer paid a small stipend.   

• After the public discussion element is completed, the board should determine next steps in 
this process; any approval of the plan will require an affirmative vote by the board plus the 



consent of the tree warden; as noted previously, there is no requirement to adopt a plan, so the 
board is under no duty to act 

 
Discussion on Deputy Town Tree Warden Position 

• Mr. Cueto and Mr. Cate would like to see the board move forward with this position; the 
concept is a deputy would help with administering the STPP, managing roadside vegetation, 
and getting a potential candidate for succeeding Mr. Cate when he chooses to step down 

 
Discussion on ARPA Funds Focused on the Standard Allowance 
 Bonnie Waninger, CVRPC Executive Director 

• Ms. Waninger will be here to converse with the board about ARPA funding, reporting 
timelines and, in particular, the desirability of and looming deadline for selecting the standard 
allowance; as she reported out two weeks ago: 

o ARPA reporting for January 1 – March 31, 2022 is due to the US Treasury by April 
30th. [The reporting period for East Montpelier is actually March 1, 2021 – March 31, 
2022 and this will be our first real report; larger entities have quarterly reporting] 

o Municipalities that want to choose the Standard Allocation method of Revenue 
Replacement MUST chose this method by April 30, 2022.  The selection of this 
method is irrevocable, but it simplifies things for municipalities. 

o Standard Allocation:  The US Treasury’s Final Rule allows towns receiving less than 
$10 million in ARPA funds to use those funds for the Provision of Government 
Services (Revenue Replacement).  This negates the need to calculate an exact figure 
for revenue loss.  This Rule went into effect on April 1, 2022.  If a municipality elects 
this eligible expense, it cannot reduce the amount it requested for tax purposes.  
However, it can generate a “surplus” and use that surplus to pay for other expenses, 
including using the surplus funds as match to federal grants.  There are a few cautions, 
but not many.  Municipal accounting practices and policies are important to using this 
method correctly.  Municipalities that want to use the Standard Allocation method 
must select it with their April 30, 2022 ARPA reporting. 

o The Standard Allocation method negates the need to link every expense to the other 
ARPA expense categories.  It simplifies tracking and reporting.   

• See the ARPA funds update document; this has been updated to include the latest VLCT 
guidance with regard to the question of transferring a portion of the town’s ARPA funding to 
CVFiber 

• VLCT’s published “script” for explaining the standard allowance: 
o Eligible uses for APRA funding fall into four broad categories: Public 

Health/Negative Economic Impacts; Premium Pay; Investments in Water, Sewer & 
Broadband; and Revenue Loss 

o Revenue Loss provides recipients with broad discretion to use funds for the provision 
of government services.  This category provides for the most flexibility in use and also 
has the least burdensome reporting requirements.  Even if you are doing a project that 
would fall under one of the other three categories, you may report it under revenue 
loss to take advantage of the streamlined reporting (in fact, Treasury has encouraged 
this!). 

o How much of our award can we use for Revenue Loss?  An entity may use its ARPA 
award for the provision of government services under the Revenue Loss category to 
the extent to the entity has lost revenue due to COVID.  



o So how do we go about determining what the dollar amount of lost revenue due to 
COVID is?  Originally, there was a formula.  It was complicated and Treasury 
received a lot of feedback that it was just too much, and it was changed with the Final 
Rule.  Under the final rule an entity may either (1) still use the formula OR (2) take the 
Standard Allowance to determine the amount of lost revenue due to COVID. 

o Treasury’s final rule says that Treasury is presuming all entities experienced lost 
revenue due to COVID of up to $10 million.  As such, any entity may elect the 
standard allowance and use up to $10 million of their ARPA funds for the provision of 
government services under the Revenue Loss category without doing the complicated 
calculation.  

o All recipients have only ONE CHANCE to elect the standard allowance and that’s as 
part of the reporting that is due April 30th.  Taking the Standard Allowance doesn’t 
change the amount of your award nor does it constitute an obligation of funds or a 
project.  It just says “We intend to use some or all of our award under Revenue Loss 
up to the Standard Allowance”.  The Project and Expenditure Report asks you to 
choose whether or not you want to take the standard allowance and how much of your 
award you are going to use toward lost revenue.  The recommendation is to say "YES" 
we want to take the standard allowance and enter your entire award amount.  This 
eases the overall administrative burden, simplifies the reporting requirements, and 
allows for the most flexibility in using the funds. 

• If the board wants to accept the standard allowance, the VLCT-recommended motion is: 
o To move that the Town of East Montpelier make the one-time irrevocable decision to 

elect the “Standard Allowance” approach for our ARPA award in the amount of 
$762,560.33, to spend on the provision of government services through the period of 
the performance of the grant 

 
Town Treasurer Report 

• Budget Status Report 
o Treasurer Welch has provided the standard monthly update for board review 

 
WEC Annual Meeting Voting Authorization 

• WEC Annual Meeting is May 5, 2022; voting by mail only this year, with ballots due by May 
4th; the town is a corporate member of the cooperative; in order to vote at the meeting, the 
board needs to authorize a representative to cast the ballot; generally, the board authorizes TA 
Johnson to complete the voting process 

• There is competition this year for the board: 7 candidates for the three slots; the board should 
determine the consensus selections; there is also a bylaw amendment modernizing meeting & 
voting protocols with a Yes/No option 

 
Consideration of NEMRC Annual Disaster Recovery Contract 

• This is the annual renewal of the main off-site back-up program for our NEMRC modules; the 
cost last year was $756.30; this year is $778.99, the standard NEMRC 3% increase 

 
Consideration of rbTechnologies Services Agreement 

• This is an updated version of the standard agreement we’ve been operating under for a 
decade; the new price structure actually saves the town $1.75 per month for normal costs 
($586.25/month going forward compared to the current $588) 

• If comfortable, the board should approve the agreement and authorize TA Johnson to sign 



Discussion on 2023 Mack Truck Purchase Surcharge 
• The town has been hit with a second materials surcharge for the Mack truck we contracted for 

in January; the new surcharge is $4,000 on top of the prior $2,500 jump; the cost of the truck 
chassis is now $147,400 compared to the initial $140,900 

• The town can break this contract with no ramifications until April 22, 2022; canceling the 
contract, however, will put us back at the end of the line for a new truck that we need 

 
Discussion on EM Personnel Policy Revisions 

• This is brought forward as a means to discuss potentially altering the vacation leave stairstep 
chart; the proposal essentially wipes out the chart, with a first year number and thereafter all 
employees receive the same; see page 8 of the policy – Section XV B. 

 
Discussion on Town Management in Light of COVID-19  
 General Issue: 

o The board’s resolution on face coverings and vaccinations states that the board will 
continue to review the matter at every regularly scheduled meeting 

o Using the CDC’s community level tool, last updated April 14th, Washington County is 
at “Medium”, along with 8 other VT counties and significantly more of northern NY, 
NH & ME than two weeks ago; 94% of the nation remains at “Low” 

o The last seven days there have been 238 cases in Washington County, for a 
397/100,000 weekly rate; this rate is substantially higher than two weeks ago 

 
Access Permits 
 22-013: New Curb Cut Opposite 375 Old Trail Road 

o This is a residential curb cut request on a legal trail that is subject to a town-endorsed 
maintenance agreement; the “Riley Lot”, now owned by Kyle Komline & Herrie Son, 
is a part of that agreement and the town understood that at some point this lot would 
become an active development lot 

o Road Foreman Perry recommends approval; the town will be installing both a drive 
culvert and a cross culvert to ensure an effective drainage pattern in a challenging area 

o If comfortable, board should approve the permit; either the in-person board members, 
if three or more, should sign or the board should authorize Chair Gardner to sign on 
behalf of the board 

 22-016: 2nd Curb Cut at 75 Fair Road 
o This is essentially a request for after-the-fact approval of an existing commercial 

access point on Fair Road servicing Shawn Dion’s heavy equipment sales use; this 
would be a 2nd curb cut on one lot, which requires the board to make a finding of 
“unusual circumstances as determined and approved by the EM Selectboard” under 
LUDR Section 3.3(D)(1)(d) 

o Road Foreman Perry recommends approval and notes that the existing residential 
access would not be able to safely handle the movement of large vehicles into and off 
of the property 

o If comfortable, board should approve the permit with the finding listed above; either 
the in-person board members, if three or more, should sign or the board should 
authorize Chair Gardner to sign on behalf of the board 

 22-018: Revised Coburn Road Curb Cuts for Orchard Valley Waldorf School 
o OVWS is accessed from Coburn Road under the terms of Access Permit 04-030, 

which allows two cuts; the cut further away from VT Rte. 14 N is for ingress and the 



nearer cut is for egress; there is an additional approved curb cut (13-039) further down 
Coburn Road for special event overflow parking that is not at issue in this application 

o The intent of this application is to improve the vehicular flow and pedestrian safety on 
the campus; the two cuts will be improved, with the nearer cut limited to a parking lot 
use, both for ingress and egress; the further cut will feed both parking and general 
traffic flow into the property; it, too, will be used for both ingress and egress 

o Road Foreman Perry supports the improvements; VTrans has already issued its permit 
for connected improvements to the VT Rte. 14 N access  

o If comfortable, board should approve the permit; either the in-person board members, 
if three or more, should sign or the board should authorize Chair Gardner to sign on 
behalf of the board 

 
Appointments 
 Revolving Loan Fund Advisor: Becca Schrader 

o Becca is the current advisor; this would be a one-year term, through March 2023 
o She will be at the May 2nd SB meeting to provide an update on the loan fund 

utilization concepts she presented last fall 
 
Warrants  
 April 18, 2022 Regular Expense Warrant 

o Since we’re back to in-person meetings, this warrant should be signed by all board 
members present; if an “in-person” quorum is lacking, the warrant should be approved 
with one of the in-person board members authorized to sign warrant on behalf of the 
board 

 
Town Administrator Report 

• April 14, 2022 EMFD Budget & Service Status Report: 
o Two items of interest: 

 For the fire engine replacement, EMFD has selected Toyne as the 
manufacturer; price remains in the $425,000 range; delivery looks to be 15-18 
months out at best; EMFD will be presenting details on the purchase in the 
near future and would like the towns to both approve the EMFD capital reserve 
fund use and provide a timeframe for disbursing the voter-approved town 
“contributions” to the purchase  

 EMFD would like to upgrade light fixtures both inside and out to LEDs; there 
is also a small area just to the south of the paved lot by the bays that EMFD 
would like to improve/pave; both could fall under the town’s protocol for use 
of the ESF bond remainder fund, which has about $13,830 left; the board 
should expect a request for use of this fund soon 

• Doner Road Access Request: 
o Today we received the anticipated curb cut request for the 16-acre “Estate of Glenn 

Bailey” parcel recently transferred to Nate Hausman & Christine Hertz-Hausman; the 
new owners intend to construct a single-family residence; the requested curb cut is on 
the Class 4 portion (“untraveled” in VTrans terminology; pretty much non-existent in 
layman’s terms), about mid-way between the short Class 3 element of Doner Road off 
Fitch Road and the intersection with Wheeler Road in Calais; two other residences are 
already in place on this stretch of road, but much closer to Wheeler Road, which is 
used as the access route 



o The board needs to see this road and decide how it wants to approach this situation; a 
site visit with RF Perry and the road’s property owners is recommended 

• Meeting Schedule: 
o May 2, 2022  6:30 pm Selectboard regular meeting 
o May 5, 2022  7:00 pm PC Town Plan Amendments Hearing 
o May 16, 2022  6:30 pm Selectboard regular meeting 

 
Zoning Administrator Report 

• 12 new applications since the April 4th SB meeting; there have been 21 applications so far in 
2022 

• The next DRB meeting is scheduled for May 3, 2022; 4 warned hearings: 
o 22-012/U-32, for recreation program improvements including 2 new dugouts and 3 

scoreboards; 
o 22-015/Dion/75 Fair Road, for the addition of a commercial use (heavy equipment 

sales) to an existing residential use; 
o 22-017/OVWS, for a new agricultural barn plus numerous site improvements; and, 
o 22-019/Land Care/2368 Towne Hill Road, for 2 new structures, one for materials 

storage and the other for equipment storage/service 
 
Personnel Matters  [Potential Executive Session] 

Potential Executive Session: Move to go into executive session under 1 V.S.A. §313(a)(3) – 
the appointment or employment or evaluation of a public officer or employee, provided that 
the public body shall make a final decision to hire or appoint a public officer or employee in 
an open meeting and shall explain the reasons for its final decision during the open meeting 

 
 Discussion on Zoning Administrator Transition 
 Other Personnel Matters 

o Potential announcement on hirings 
o Kristi Flynn has resigned, effective June 30, 2022, as minutes taker for both the DRB 

and PC 
 


